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BACKGROUND:
In 2012, TXDOT Executive Director Phil Wilson announced the creation of a task force to
study the impacts of the energy industry on our Texas transportation system. Due to our
dominant energy economy, increasing population, and growing transportation needs here in
the Permian Basin, MOTRAN applauded this move.
In March, shortly after the announcement, we hand delivered a letter to Mr. Wilson letting
him know how much we appreciated his vision and requesting that the task force contain
some representation from the Basin, given the strong base of experience present in West
Texas regarding the energy industry.
In April, we learned that the task force did not
initially contain any representation from the
Permian Basin.
While initially we heard there were only
statewide representatives on the task force, we
learned that there were regional members from
both North and South Texas.
However, we are pleased to report that with
the help of Mr. Wilson and Commissioner
Underwood, invitations have been extended to
local leaders in the Basin to participate in the
task force.
Most concerning to us though, was the move
by the Commission to award $40 million in
funding solely to projects in North and South
Texas to help address these impacts.
We were told initially that funds were based
on population concentrations, pavement
conditions, and traffic counts. Later, TXDOT
informed an elected official that the funds
were focused on narrow width 2 lane roads
and subgrade/basing issues.
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$40 Million In State Funding
for Energy Impacted Roads
BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS - DISTRIBUTION TO DISTRICTS

BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS - PROJECTS AND DESCRIPTION

SEAL COAT/OVERLAY
$17.7 Million

PASSING & TURN LANES
$13.9 Million

SHOULDERS/WIDTH/SUBGRADE
$7.96 Million
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The very title of TXDOT’s own chart, “Barnett Shale & Eagle Ford Shale Critical Safety Needs”,
best illustrates the broader problem at hand. While the Permian Basin produces around
75% of our state’s crude oil and up to 20% of gas production, not to mention the largest
share of actual generated wind power, there seems to be a lack of understanding for the
significant role we play in producing our state’s and nation’s energy supply.
Instead it seems, much of the attention has focused to the “new” shale plays. Admittedly,
energy production is a way of life in the Permian Basin. We are accustomed to drilling rigs
and pump jacks. On the other hand, areas of new development see more media and public
buzz about all of the trucks, new jobs, and economic impact. While the Permian Basin may
not be the center of media coverage or reported complaints, we do have real safety needs.
BARNETT SHALE

Those of us in the Permian Basin know first
hand the excitement of an energy boom.

EAGLE FORD SHALE

PERMIAN BASIN

However, in the following pages, based on
data from the Texas Railroad Commission,
what is clearly evident, is that the Permian
Basin has been, is, and will continue to be
one of the most dominant regions for Texas
energy production.
And yet, each day we also see the effects of
directing those dollars based on perceptions
rather than actual production.
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COMPARISONS OF THE PERMIAN BASIN AND
THE BARNETT AND EAGLE FORD SHALES
POPULATION (2010 US Census)

DRILLING PERMITS ISSUED (2005-2011)

Sources: US Census Bureau & Texas Railroad Commission
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PRODUCING OIL & GAS WELLS 2011

ALL WELLS (Including Non-Producing, Disposal & Injection) 2011

Source: Texas Railroad Commission
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OIL PRODUCTION (2011 Bbl)

GAS PRODUCTION (2011 BCF)

Source: Texas Railroad Commission
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NUMBER OF GAS WELLS 2000 to 2011

INCREASE IN TOTAL NUMBER OF GAS WELLS 2000 to 2011
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Source: Texas Railroad Commission
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NUMBER OF OIL WELLS 2000 to 2011

INCREASE IN TOTAL NUMBER OF OIL WELLS 2000 to 2011
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NOTE: Despite Increases in the number of wells created by new drilling activity from 2000 to 2011,
those gains were offset by plugging and close-out activities to existing wells, causing the number
of both producing and total wells to decline in the Barnett and Eagle Ford Shales.
In the Barnett Shale the number of producing oil wells declined by 3,343, while total wells declined by 4,152.
In the Eagle Ford Shale, producing oil wells declined by 1,069, and total wells by 2,330.
Source: Texas Railroad Commission
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COMBINED INCREASE IN NUMBER OF OIL & GAS WELLS FROM 2000 to 2011
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WIND ENERGY PRODUCTION CAPACITY

Source: Texas Railroad Commission & Alternative Energy institute
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USGS Assessment of Conventional Reserves &
Undiscovered Oil & Gas Resources

Source: US Geological Survey—US Department of the Interior
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IMPACT OF INCREASED ENERGY ACTIVITY ON TRANSPORTATION:
While the energy industry has a positive economic impact on West Texas, the increased
traffic and activity can also place a strain on roads and highways.
In 2010, there were 3,023 fatalities due to crashes on Texas Roadways. That equates to an
average 1.29 deaths per 100 million miles traveled in the state of Texas.
That same year, there were 93 fatalities due to crashes in the TXDOT Odessa District
(Andrews, Crane, Ector, Loving, Martin, Midland, Pecos, Reeves, Terrell, Upton, Ward, and
Winkler Counties). This equates to 3.2 deaths per 100 million miles traveled in the TXDOT
Odessa District.
In other words, you are 2.5 times more likely to be killed in a fatal crash in the Odessa
District compared to the statewide average.
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Comparison of Fatality Rate per 100 million
miles driven by TXDOT District (2010 Data)
Abilene

1.52



Corpus Christi

1.79



Dallas

1.27

El Paso

1.58



Ft. Worth

1.42



Laredo

1.66

Lubbock

2.28

Odessa

3.20

San Angelo

1.42



San Antonio

1.62



Yoakum

1.84



Districts Receiving Initial Energy Impact Funding

Percentage of Fatalities for
Surrounding Districts in
Counties Adjacent to the
Odessa District

DISTRICT

2010

2012

ABILENE

35%

23%

LUBBOCK

16%

12%

SAN ANGELO

11%

16%

For the El Paso District, if El
Paso is excluded, the
percentages would be 50% in
2010 and 55% in 2011.

All you have to do is read the paper, listen to the radio, or watch the local news to see the
number of accidents that are occurring in the Permian Basin. However, these fatality rates
provide proof that the concerns felt by residents of the Permian Basin when they drive their
kids to school, commute to work, or drive to the grocery store, are real. In addition, those
impacts are being felt more and more in surrounding counties.
From 2000 to 2010, the Permian Basin area’s population grew at rate equivalent to the entire
state. Since 2010, our growth rate has exceeded the state’s. 25% of Permian Basin residents
live in one county and work in another, and anyone working in the oil patch knows the miles
driven from one well to another, whether it be for drilling crews, well service employees, or
truckers hauling oil, water, or other goods and services.
Trucks lined up on Interstate 20 Exit Ramps and drivers waiting through multiple lights at intersections have become common place during the last two years. In fact, several local
police departments are no longer able to respond to accidents unless they involve injuries.
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CHALLENGES ON THE ROAD AHEAD
Lack of Program or Formula Transportation FundsOver the last few years, TXDOT has directed more and more dollars towards urban
areas for congestion relief and air quality attainment purposes. While we understand
those needs from a state perspective, there needs to be more focus on investing our
tax dollars back in the areas that are fueling our state’s economic engine through tax
revenue and job creation and making our roads safer. A recent study by Cambridge
Systematics and AAA, shows that the economic and cost benefits of safety projects
are 2.5 times greater than those aimed at congestion mitigation.

Lack of Planning AuthorityToday, the Odessa District only has planning authority for one single project;
reconstruction of the existing overpass of I-20 and Midkiff. As bond and stimulus
funds came available, we had no “shovel ready” projects to submit, so the only things
funded were seal-coat jobs instead of some of the needed safety or capacity projects.
TXDOT previously directed the Odessa District to return planning authority for US 385
expansion and the San Angelo District to return funds for SH 158, which have both
seen dramatic impacts from the energy industry.
Just as no one could have readily predicted our growth in population or traffic ten
years ago, the projects developed then may no longer reflect the best use of today’s
limited resources. We need to provide more input into the planning and project
selection for our cities, counties and the general public to ensure that funds are spent
to address today’s most pressing needs rather than picking projects that match an
arbitrary amount on a spreadsheet and don’t have ROW or utility adjustments.

User Friendly ParticipationDue to funding constraints there is a more pressing need for local participation.
However, we also know, now, first-hand how difficult it can be to provide local funds
for projects. The donation process needs to be simplified to allow all entities to contribute to projects without having to go through the current boilerplate Advanced
Funding Agreements.
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WHAT WE CAN DO NOW
Educate & AdvocateWe are educating officials that while they may not hear a lot from the Permian Basin
and the folks from west of I-35, we are the epicenter of energy production and the
needs they hear about from the shale plays for housing and roads are just as dire in
our area. We also have to educate that the surge in severance taxes, fuel taxes, and
school funds generated in the Permian Basin and collected by the State of Texas
comes at a price, paid with by the lives of more and more hardworking West Texans.
From 2010 to 2011 alone, we have seen nearly a 16% increase in crashes and a 7.5%
increase in fatalities, even while the statewide average has declined.
Energy producers in the Permian Basin have made significant investments in the Basin
that have greatly benefited Texas. Now it is time to ask them to reinvest a portion of
those funds back into the Basin’s roads and highways.

Get More Folks InvolvedMOTRAN has revamped our homepage, www.motran.org , to give residents of the
Basin the opportunity to provide their own experiences regarding the impact of
increased energy related activity on our roads and highways, so we can share their
concerns with TXDOT and elected officials. In addition, the website will allow for
citizens to give input and feedback on specific roads and highways they would like to
see improvements to.
The updated site also includes a blog to provide timely updates on our efforts, share
news regarding development of projects and announce public meetings or venues
where they can voice their concerns directly.

DRIVE SMARTMOTRAN is working with community and business leaders to launch the DRIVE
SMART public awareness campaign to highlight the terrible costs of highway crashes
and fatalities here in the Basin and educate drivers on simple steps they can take to
reduce accidents and injuries.
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CAMPAIGN TO PROMOTE
INCREASED DRIVER AWARENESS
WEBSITE:

www.drivesmartwesttexas.org
Links to road/travel conditions
SMART Driving Strategies
Updated Accident Statistics
Contacts for SMART Driving Resources
BLOG Feature to Provide News, Updates, and Public Interaction

MEDIA:

Initial Kick-Off Press Conference to Promote Awareness
Public Service Announcements Available for Media Outlets
Updated PSA’s to Keep Campaign Fresh and Address Most
Pressing Safety Concerns
Billboards & Bumper Stickers Available to Raise Visibility and
Keep Public Engaged in SMART Driving strategies while driving

ADVOCACY: Provide Feedback and Input from Website and Blog to State
Agencies
OUTREACH: Work with Area Businesses, Civic Groups, and Community
Leaders to Provide Safety Oriented Programs to Raise and
Maintain SMART Driving Awareness Throughout the Basin
While Working to Address Long Term Capacity Needs
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CAMPAIGN POSTER
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THE COST OF DOING NOTHING
IN THE ODESSA DISTRICT FROM 2010 to 2011
Crashes Increased by 16%
Fatalities Increased by 7.5%
Crash Related Injuries Increased by 17%

COST OF 2011 TRAFFIC CRASHES
IN THE PERMIAN BASIN/ODESSA DISTRICT
(Based on 2005 FHWA Crash Cost Estimates)

Cost to Individuals/Human Capital

Over $313,000,000
Comprehensive Cost to Community

Over $762,000,000
That’s Over 3/4’s of a Billion Dollars!
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